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Our Quality

A.S.E. Enrichment, Inc.

Art-Sports-Education (A.S.E.) Enrichment, Inc. is a non-profit organization specializing in enrichment 
classes which are geared to enhance children’s education. Students are involved in hands-on activities that 
stimulate creativity, imagination, problem solving, critical thinking, and much more. Classes are held right 
after school on the school premises, with each class scheduled one day per week for 6-15 week sessions. 
A school administrator or PTA enrichment chairperson makes selections from a wide variety of classes that 
we offer, from many fine arts and practical arts classes, many STEM and STEAM (Science, Techology, Edu-
cation, Art, Mathematics) classes, to fitness and team sports, and finally to incredible educational courses 
with games and other hands-on fun. Please browse through our class description list to see the exceptional 
classes we offer. We provide a full service to each participating school. We now offer online registration, 
send custom, attractive flyers to parents, supply detailed class rosters, train, manage and encourage our 
teachers, give teachers effective and exciting curriculum, and strive to give our extra effort.

We at A.S.E. Enrichment, Inc. have a passion for quality education to be given to children in the Santa 
Clarita Valley. Since 2006, we have seen A.S.E. Enrichment, Inc. grow and be well-received by parents, 
students and schools. After a successful start with healthy cooking classes at Rancho Pico Junior High, the 
non-profit corporation has expanded to serve Santa Clarita schools in Valencia, Saugus, Canyon Country, 
Stevenson Ranch, Newhall, as well as Agua Dulce/Acton and the San Fernando Valley.

We love our staff!  Here at A.S.E. Enrichment, we ensure that our staff and teachers are well-qualified to 
teach in your schools.  Each teacher is required to have a background check with the state of California.  
They are also required to have on file a current TB test to ensure the highest safety while interacting with 
your children.  Accoutability is most important to us.  Our procedures  include making sure that each child 
in our class is accounted for--every class.  If a student does not show up to class, our teachers are trained 
to inform the parents with a quick phone call. Making sure each child is safe and accounted for is top prior-
ity for each class.

Our Passion

Our Staff



ART

Art
Adventures in Drawing (3rd-6th)
Ceramics & Sculpture (1st-6th) 
Draw & Paint Animals
Draw & Paint Sea Creatures
Drawing & Cartooning   
Drawing Cartoons, Manga & Video Game Characters                                                       
                                    (3rd-6th; available M, T, F)
Drawing Fundamentals
Jewelry Making (1st-6th)
Mixed Media Studio Art Lab 101-104 (1st-6th)
Watercolor

Electronic Art
LEGO® Stop Motion Animation (1st-6th)
Toon Boom - Computer Animation (1st-6th)
3-D Animation w/Blender (4th-6th)

Cooking
Cooking Around the World
Backyard Summer Cooking 
Healthy Cooking 101-104
Holiday Baking
Holistic Cooking & Nutrition
Just Desserts! 
Kidz Baking Basics 

Performing Arts (upon instructor availability)
Musical Theater (2nd-6th)
Circus Arts (4th-6th; available M, T, F) 
Improv & Theater Games 

SPORTS

Basketball (1st-6th) 
Dance Fitness/Hip-Hop
Flag Football (1st-6th)
Fun Fitness
Martial Arts: Tang-Soo Do (available M, T, F)
Yoga & Meditation

EDUCATION

LEGO® Robotics
Minecraft
MINDSTORMS® Robotics (3rd-6th)
Lego Physics
Structures
Wheels & Gears

LEGO® WeDo™ Robotics
WeDo™ Robotics (1st-6th)
WeDo™ Amusement Parks (1st-6th)
WeDo™ Batman
WeDo™ Factory Machines (1st-6th)
WeDo™ Rescue Machines 
WeDo™ Star Wars

Video Game Academy
Intro to Apps (4th–6th)
Intro to Python (4th–6th) 
Video Game Design: Multimedia Fusion 2 (4th–6th)
Minecraft Mods w/JAVA Programming (4th-6th) 
Website Design (4th–6th)
Video Game Design w/Scratch Programming 
(3rd–6th)
Scratch Programming: Pokemon (3rd–6th) 
Scratch Programming: Star Wars (3rd–6th) 

Enriched Education
AfterSchool KidzScience Program 
American Girl Book Club (1st-6th)
Babysitter Training Course (4th-6th)
Photography (ages 10+)

Our Classes

  Classes are K-6th unless otherwise noted



Adventures in Drawing
Come join us in adventures in drawing!  Draw using 
charcoal. Have fun with color pencils and markers.  
Say hello to the brilliant color of oil pastel.  Have 
a blast working with several different media, and 
discover which one is a favorite! Some techniques 
that will be covered are:  shape, shading, texture, 
value, color, composition, perspective, and positive 
/ negative space.  Come along with us for the ride 
while we learn techniques in drawing and develop 
our own imagination!

Ceramics & Sculpture
Learn how to model and create sculptures of animals 
and figurines. Learn basic construction techniques 
for creating your own pottery. For a finished project, 
paint or decorate your vessels or sculptures! You will 
have basic instructions in the different techniques of 
ceramics such as, slab coil, and pot.

Draw & Paint Animals
Lions, Tigers and Bears. Oh My!  Learn to draw and 
paint animals.  Experience how easy it is to draw 
animals using the 5 basic elements of shape.  Then 
paint with brilliant color creating beautiful 
compositions.  Some of the basic techniques that 
will be covered are proportion, perspective, shad-
ing, texture, value, color, etc.

Draw & Paint Sea Creatures
Whales!  Starfish!  Dolphins!  Sharks!   Learn to 
draw and paint sea creatures.  Experience how 
easy it is to draw sea creatures using the 5 basic 
elements of shape.  Then paint with brilliant color 
creating beautiful compositions.  Some of the basic 
techniques that will be covered are proportion, per-
spective, shading, texture, value, color, etc.

Drawing & Cartooning
Learn to draw what you see!  Draw items displayed 
in class such as toys, fruit, or flowers.  Discover 
how easily you can draw animals using the five 
basic elements of shape!  At class, pick out a photo 
or graphic to look at and draw.  As you work on 
simple compositions, still life projects and cartoon-
ing, you will learn other basic techniques, such as 
proportion, perspective, shading, texture, tone, 
value, color and composition.  Find out how much 
fun it is to draw from an experienced art teacher!

art

Drawing Cartoons, Manga & 
Video Game Characters
Bring your characters, environments, props, and 
storyboards to life.  Explore light and shade, per-
spective, color theory, and basic design techniques.  
Not only will the characters look more dimensional, 
but the environments and objects will also be more 
believable.  Learn how to take 2D line drawings and 
process them into tones for a lifelike result.  Also, 
explore how to arrange shapes, values, colors, and 
edges in interesting and intriguing ways to create 
images that hold the viewer’s attention. From con-
cept to color, learn the techniques used by modern 
day professional artists and animators who work in 
Manga and Anime.  



Jewelry Making
You will love making your own jewelry. Technique 
in basic jewelry making will be taught, and you will 
learn about mixing colors and shapes. A variety of 
decorative materials will be used in the projects, 
such as beads in wood, glass, metal and beautiful 
crystals. They will be attached or strung on leather, 
quality metal chain, yarns and flosses, ribbon, 
leatherette, and more. You will be proud to wear 
tasteful and age appropriate bracelets, necklaces 
and/or earrings that you enjoyed creating.

Mixed Media Studio Art Lab
Draw and paint! Use pastels!  This class is a lot of 
fun because it involves working with several differ-
ent media, and you will discover which one is your 
favorite! Some elements involved in mixed media 
that will be covered are: five basic elements of 
shape, shading, texture, value, color, composition, 
positive and negative space. You will develop your 
own imagination!

Watercolor
Watercolor is the most popular painting medium 
today. Using the same technique as the drawing 
class, you will learn how to set up a drawing for 
painting, building up with layers, highlights, brush 
strokes and adding detail. You will work on paint-
ings, such as landscapes, cityscapes, still life flow-
ers, animals and birds. When finished, you should 
have several paintings ready to frame!  

LEGO® Stop Motion Animation
Make your own movie with LEGO®s!  Using 
LEGO®s you will come up with your own ideas and 
stories, build your own sets, and learn to use the 
camera! Dream up an adventure in another galaxy, 
find a whole new world in Narnia, or create a pirate 
scene in the Caribbean! Take home a flash drive 
with your animation on it! 

Toon Boom Computer Animation
Students will create their own cartoons, animate 
them, record their voice, add sound and press play 
to see their cartoon characters come to life. Kids 
can also print their drawings to create a flipbook. 
With Flip Boom Classic, children get the excitement 
of seeing their drawings move and the satisfaction 
of generating a movie for the Web, computer, iPod 
or iPhone.

3-D Animation w/Blender 
Create 3D Animation of your very own and bring it 
to life!  Students are introduced to popular anima-
tion software, Blender, and are led through the con-
cepts needed to understand the vast world of 3D 
Computer Animation. No prior experience is neces-
sary as this is a course designed for beginners to 
grow with detailed instruction at their own pace. 

Drawing Fundamentals 
This class serves as an introduction to several fine 
art skills including shading, light logic, texture, 
vanishing point perspective and understanding 
proper proportion. Students will continue to artistic 
confidence and the ability to make creative compo-
sitional choices. This class will help students work 
toward developing independent drawing skills.

electronic art
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Cooking Around the World
Learn about cultures around the world and how to 
cook their foods from scratch using fresh 
ingredients. Cook for a Mexican Fiesta or get fancy 
at an English tea party! Cook up a Swedish Break-
fast, Indian cuisine, French dessert and much 
more!!! Bon Appétit!  It will be fun measuring, stir-
ring batter, cracking eggs, and tasting a variety of 
foods with more hands-on fun!  You will take home 
a chef hat, apron and a cookbook full of the recipes 
you made in class so that you can show your family 
how you can cook, from all around the world!

Backyard Summer Cooking
Hot summer days are approaching fast!  Using 
fresh seasonal produce, enjoy preparing for those 
days when cool food is refreshing and flavorful food 
is most enjoyed! In Summer Cooking class, you will 
prepare garden fresh dishes, yummy kabobs, fun 
chilled snacks, and vibrant smoothies and drinks! 
You will learn about nutrition and basic culinary 
skills. It will be fun measuring, mixing, and pre-
senting your cool creations!  Decorate a chef hat 
and apron, and take it home along with your very 
own cookbook with the fun summer recipes you 
made in class!
This class is great for the spring semester.

Healthy Cooking 101 - 104
You will learn to cook using fresh, nutritious in-
gredients without prepared mixes. Make delicious 
breakfasts, scrumptious cuisines and much more! 
You will learn about nutrition and know how to fol-
low a recipe. It will be fun measuring, stirring bat-
ter, cracking eggs with more hands-on fun! You will 
take home a chef hat, apron and a cookbook full of 
the recipes you made in class so that you can show 
your family how you can cook! 
New recipes are used in 101-104 so students can 
repeat the class.

Holiday Baking
Create a variety of delicious desserts, cookies and 
baked breads for the holidays, all from scratch!  
Learn to roll out and decorate cookies, make bis-
cuits with honey butter, and much more!  Surprise 
your family with a delicious and festive addition to 
a holiday dinner!  Decorate a chef hat and apron 
and take home your very own cookbook so you can 
make these at home as gifts for family or friends! 
This class is great for the fall semester.  

Just Desserts!
Do you have a sweet tooth? We do! In our Just 
Desserts class, you will satisfy your sweet tooth 
by learning how to make all kinds of desserts from 
scratch. You will have a blast making cake pops, 
homemade ice cream and build-your-own parfaits. 
You will explore some cake decorating techniques 
as well. Take home your own chef hat, apron and 
cookbook and get started on those desserts!

Kidz Baking Basics
Learn how to make delicious cupcakes, cookies, 
biscuits, breads and much more, all from scratch- 
using fresh ingredients! You will learn basic baking 
skills and know how to follow a recipe. It will be 
fun measuring, stirring batter, and cracking eggs 
-with more hands-on fun! You will take home an 
apron, chef hat and a cookbook full of the recipes 
you made in class so that you can show your family 
how you can bake!

cooking

Holistic Cooking & Nutrition
Come learn to prepare your food in a holistic way, 
thinking of the nutrients going into your body and 
their function.  This is a hands-on, make-from-
scratch cooking class. This is a perfect way to intro-
duce new foods to kids! The recipes are so simple 
that the students can even make them at home.
In this class students are encouraged to experi-
ment with different ingredients as they mature in 
their cooking skills every week.



Dance Fitness/Hip-Hop
This is a fun, upbeat Hip Hop class! You will learn 
the basic fundamentals of dance and movement. 
Things you will learn include rhythm and tim-
ing, grooving, how to count out beats and how 
to perform, as well as how to work as a team.  
You will learn a new hip hop routine during class.  
This class will perform the routine they have been 
working on at the end of the session.

Musical Theatre
In this fun, exploration of musical theater, children 
will go from page to stage in the magical world 
of musical theater. Taught by Disney’s LION KING 
2, screenwriter, kids will learn about the many 
aspects of putting on a show  from auditioning to 
choosing a costume, and then at last perform in 
a live showcase for family and friends. In this fun 
hands-on class, students will gain confidence, ex-
press their creativity and develop public speaking 
skills as they rehearse their way to the show.

performing arts

Basketball
Learn to shoot correctly!  Be skilled at dribbling!  In 
this class, you will learn basic basketball skills, such 
as passing, dribbling, rebounding and shooting.  You 
will also have fun using what you learn in game play. 
Offense and defense strategies will be taught along 
with how to work within a team concept.  Good 
sportsmanship and encouragement are always pro-
moted.  Learn from a skilled and experienced coach.

Flag Football
You will have fun playing small sided games along 
with learning fundamental skills, such as throwing, 
receiving, offense and defense, kicking, punting, 
blocking and more.  You will warm up and practice 
drills before playing.  You will also learn the game 
rules and how to work within a team concept.  
There is no tackling in this game, and good sports-
manship and encouragement are always promoted.

sports

Circus Arts
Juggling and circus arts are great for all ages! 
This class is a fun and creative way to get kids 
active and moving. It develops cognitive think-
ing and problem solving, which will help in their 
everyday schooling. It also greatly improves 
overall focus, patience and hand-eye coordina-
tion. And it creates body awareness and overall 
dexterity - helping in all other aspects of sports 
and activities. Juggling and circus arts is also a 
fantastic and fun way for kids to learn to set and 
achieve goals through hard work and practice. In 
this class, kids will learn the basics of juggling as 
well as tricks with rings and other objects.

Improv & Theater Games: 
Improvisation & Comedy
Creativity and ensemble are the foundations of 
this course. Students explore comedy through 
acting, improvisation and writing exercises. They 
will learn how to structure a scene, create a 
character, build relationships and explore genre. 
Class will culminate with an improv show on the 
last day of class. Come study Commercial Acting 
& Auditioning – using Improvisation and Comedy 
with a Hollywood professional!

Fun Fitness
Come get better at all sports by getting fit and 
having fun with the excellent coaches from Fast n 
Fit Athletics.  Physical exercise has been proven to 
enhance not only our bodies, but also our brains. 
This is a great class to add to your weekly routine!

Yoga & Meditation
This is definitely not mommy’s yoga! Through the 
use of themes, yoga poses, games, music, books, 
art, imagination and other props, we will transform 
the traditional yoga practice into a creative, stimu-
lating and fun yoga experience. These kid-specific 
practices of exercise, play, critical thinking, and 
imagination will empower and encourage your child 
to be strong, self-confident and mindful of their 
bodies, health and surroundings. It will teach them 
to healthfully connect their mind, body and spirit to 
everything they do and the choices they make.

Martial Arts: Tang-Soo Do
American Tang Soo Do is a Martial Arts that was 
brought from Korea and Americanized by Chuck 
Norris. Tang Soo Do is well-rounded style of Martial 
Arts which teaches self-defense using both hands 
and feet – standing and on the ground. Ameri-
can Tang Soo Do training uses the physical art as 
a vehicle to build strong character: self-control, 
integrity, courtesy, perseverance and strong spirit. 
Parents love the wealth of growth the art brings 
to their children. Children enjoy the challenge and 
fun of the physicality of the art. This class will 
cover traditional forms, self-defense, kicks, blocks, 
punches and fitness. Students will practice self-dis-
cipline, focus, and coordination in each class.



LEGO™ Physics 
Students will build and explore machines and 
mechanisms, investigate motorized machines, 
calibrate and capture wind, and study gearing 
mechanisms. Build a land yacht, a race car, com-
pete in contests with your classmates and use the 
projects to investigate basic concepts including: 
single versus separate axles, wider versus thinner 
wheels, momentum & fly wheels!

LEGO® ROBOTICS

Minecraft®
Master the world of Minecraft® with LEGO®! 
Build a motorized Creeper, minecart and terrifying 
Ghast. There will be various Redstone contrap-
tions and traps. LEGO® Engineers will learn real 
world concepts in physics, engineering, and archi-
tecture while exploring the world of Minecraft.®

Structures
Through this hands-on class, students will use 
LEGO®s as they are introduced to the concept of 
force. Learn about strong shapes in a load bear-
ing structure as well as how to build tall towers. 
Through experimentation, students will use what 
they learned and their creativity to compete in 
building the Strongest Tower, Tallest Tower and 
Strongest Wall challenge!

Wheels & Gears
Students will build and explore machines and 
mechanisms, investigate motorized machines, 
calibrate and capture wind, and study gearing 
mechanisms. Build a land yacht and race car, 
compete in contests with your classmates and use 
the projects to investigate basic concepts includ-
ing: single versus separate axles, wider versus 
thinner wheels, momentum and fly wheels! 

LEGO® Mindstorms® Robotics
This class is an introduction to the LEGO® Mind-
storms NXT Robotic System. Students will build 
robots and program them with a computer to 
move, react, and make sounds in order to solve 
challenges. Campers will work in teams to solve 
the challenges on our LEGO® Robotics Challenge 
mats using the Mindstorms Robots. There will be 
a timed competition to see which teams will score 
the most points!
to grow them. 



LEGO® WeDo® robotics

LEGO® WeDo™ Robotics: Batman
Swing through Gothem city! Race The Joker in a Bat 
Mobile! Save the city from the criminals in Arckham 
Asylum! Have fun with your friends building motorized 
creations from all the LEGO Batman Movies!

LEGO® WeDo™ Robotics:
Star Wars
Build a LEGO dump truck, scissor lift, backhoe 
and more! Learn how these amazing construction 
machines operate and help us build our world!

LEGO® WeDo™ Robotics: 
Rescue Machines
It’s an emergency! People are in danger and 
need help fast. Fire engines, snowmobiles, he-
licopters and boats are just a few of the special 
vehicles that rescuers use to get the job done. 

LEGO® WeDo™ Robotics
LEGO® WeDo™ kits introduce students to robotics 
by having them build LEGO® models that include 
motors and sensors then program their mod-
els using the LEGO® WeDo™ software. You will 
build models, attach sensors and motors that are 
plugged into a computer, and configure behaviors 
using a simple programming tool.  The activity pack 
is divided into four themes:  Amazing Mechanisms, 
Wild Animals, Play Soccer and Adventure Stories!  
It covers topics within science, technology, math-
ematics and language. 

LEGO® WeDo™ Robotics:
Amusement Parks
What could be more fun (and educational) than cre-
ating your own LEGO® Amusement Park? Get your 
Ticket to Ride building LEGO® brick models complete 
with gears, axles, motors, etc. Models include the 
Carousel Ride, Swingboat, Cyclone and more.

LEGO® WeDo™ Robotics:
Factory Machines
LEGO® WeDo™ kits introduce students to robot-
ics by having them build LEGO® models that 
include motors and sensors, then program their 
models using the LEGO® WeDo™ software. 
Projects include building a robotic arm, conveyor 
belts, a forklift, and a LEGO® car wash.



VIDEO GAME Academy

Intro to Apps
Students will learn the basics of programming by 
creating their first app. Students will use MultiMe-
dia Fusion to program and design their apps, and 
learn both concrete development skills and prin-
ciples of design.

Intro to Python
Python is an easy-to-learn programming language
that has some really useful features for a begin-
ning programmer. The code is quite easy to read 
when compared to other programming languages, 
and it has an interactive shell into which you can 
enter your programs and see them run.  Kids will 
build their own video games with Python to take 
home.

Video Game Design:
Multimedia™ Fusion 2
This class will teach kids the basics of video game 
development and programming logic. We will be us-
ing Multi Media™ Fusion 2 to build a variety of video 
games. Students will be given a good foundation 
learning the basic skills they need to make their 
own games. Students will take home a USB Flash 
Drive with all their game files at the end of class.

Minecraft® Mods w/JAVA 
Programming
In this class students will learn how to Modify or 
Mod the game Minecraft® using the JAVA Pro-
gramming language. They will create custom 
swords, tools, armor, foods and more — that can 
be played and shared with friends. Each student 
will be working on an individual laptop and they 
will be able to interact and test their mods in the 
game Minecraft®. Students will take home a flash 
drive with their mod files on the last day of class.

Scratch Programming
2-D Video Gaming session takes students through 
the entire video game making process using 
Scratch, an MIT-designed programming language 
for youth. Scratch makes it easy for youth to design 
games. Students work in teams to create game-
plots, design characters and various game levels. 

Website Design
In this class students will learn how to design 
their own basic website, using basic HTML, edit-
ing, tags, text formatting, graphics & pictures, 
tables, and links. Students will learn how to hand-
code HTML and will explore the HTML Color Codes 
(Hexidecimal) system. At the end of class students 
will be able to create their own basic website and 
demonstrate their knowledge of HTML & CSS.
*basic computer skills such as typing and 
copy/paste recommended

Scratch Programming:
Pokemon
2-D Video Gaming session takes students through 
the entire video game making process using 
Scratch, an MIT-designed programming language 
for youth. Scratch makes it easy for youth to 
design games. Students work in teams to create 
game plots, design characters and various game 
levels. We will be building a Pokemon themed 2D 
side scrolling game. On the last day of class each 
student with take their game files home on a flash 
drive.

Scratch Programming:
Star Wars
2-D Video Gaming session takes students through 
the entire video game making process using 
Scratch, an MIT-designed programming language 
for youth. Scratch makes it easy for youth to design 
games. Students will work to create gameplots, de-
sign characters and various game levels. Students 
will create their own versions of a Star Wars Space 
Invaders Game.



Enriched
Education

Providing quality, fun, and educational enrichment 
classes to schools in the Santa Clarita & San Fernando 

Valleys is the heart of A.S.E. Enrichment.

AfterSchool KidzScience™
Program
In the AfterSchool KidzScience™ program, stu-
dents will participate in an exciting new science 
experiment each week. During their explorations, 
students will be exposed to cause and effect, 
patterns and systems. They will use creativity, 
cooperation and problem-solving skills to con-
duct investigations and design solutions. Build 
an anti-gravity invention to learn about magnetic 
attraction! Have a blast making a bubbularium 
- an observatory to see the amazing colors in 
bubbles! Construct a remote control roller using 
an empty soda can, a balloon and static electricity 
from your own hair...then have a race with friends 
across the room! This class engages in the core 
ideas of science called for in the 2013 Next Gen-
eration Science Standards.

American Girl Book Club
Have fun with your friends learning about a dif-
ferent American Girl character each week. You 
will enjoy playing games and acting out short 
scenes from these historical novels. Participate 
in activities and crafts just for girls. On the last 
day of class, you and your favorite American 
Girl doll are invited to a tea at school. Photography

This course is an introduction to the basics of digi-
tal photography. We will cover camera models, the 
mechanics of a camera, and explore how to find 
and use light, as well as demonstrate composition 
and perspective techniques. Students will receive 
basic instruction on techniques, review several 
samples of desired outcomes, and participate in 
class demonstrations. Students will also learn 
how to use apps on their electronic devices to edit 
photos.
Supplies needed: Students must bring a digital 
camera for them to use during class time. Cam-
eras with a manual option will provide the broad-
est education, but any digital camera can be used, 
even smartphones.

Babysitter Training Course
Learn to be an expert babysitter! You will know how 
to make a resume to present to a potential employer 
along with your babysitting course certificate. You will 
learn babysitting tips, such as what to do in an emer-
gency, good games to play, what is and isn’t safe, 
etc. You will also learn basic first aid, such as how 
to hold pressure points, read vital signs, and much 
more. In addition, you will learn infant care, such as 
changing diapers, feeding, and more. 
Note: This is not a CPR certification course.



Check out our website at www.aseenrichment.com

                      Like us on Facebook 


